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SUMMARY 

Oro Bravo Resources Ltd.'s Mamu-Bravo-Kulan project consists of 153 contiguous 
auartz claims located 55 km south of Ross River. Yukon. The claims were staked to 
cover geochemical and geophysical anomalies 'associated with Mississippian felsic 
metavolcanics that are interpreted to be characteristic of Kuroko style VMS mineralization. 

A large portion of the Cassiar platform south of Ross River is underlain by 
Devonian and Mississippian clastic sedimentary and felsic volcanic rocks. The 
Mississippian metavolcanic rocks are known hosts for Kuroko style VMS mineralization. 
Kuroko style VMS occurrence were first reported in the late 1970's (Morin, 1977; 
Mortensen, 1982: Godwin and Mortensen, 1982). The MM property (105F-012), Matt 
Creek (105F-021), Chzernough (105F-071), Bnob (105F-073) and the Mamu-Bravo-Kulan 
( 105F-013) are all examples of VMS occurrences within Mississippian metavolcanic rocks 
in the Cassiar Platform. 

Field programs completed on the Mamu-Bravo-Kulan project in 1995 and 1996 
consisted of 48 line kilometres of slope corrected and picketed grid with soil sampling at 
50 by 25 m spacing and Total field magnetometer and VLF-EM geophysical surveys. 
Results of this work have defined coincident multi-element soil geochemical anomalies 
(Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag, Cd, Fe and Ba) associated with gossanous zones within the 
Mississippian metavolcanics. One of the larger soil geochemical anomalies is coincident 
with a 50 nT total field magnetic anomaly and a moderate VLF-EM anomaly. The best 
rock samples collected from surface outcrops have returned up to 6.2% Zinc and 2.5% 
lead. Geochemically the system appears to be zinc rich with lesser grades in copper and 
lead. There is a strong positive correlation between Zn, Pb, Cu, Ag and Fe in both soil 
and rock geochemical data sets. 

The felsic metavolcanics are fragmental, have pyrite rich horizons and zones that 
can be interpreted as exhalites, all are positive indicators for potential VMS mineralization. 

Further work is warranted and recommended for the 1997 field season. An 
aggressive field program consisting of additional gridding, soil sampling, mapping, 
geophysical surveys, road building, and diamond drilling is recommended at an estimated 
cost of $450,000. 

Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report was prepared at the request of Mr. George Hajduk, President of Oro 
Bravo Resources Ltd. It describes the 1996 exploration program, carried out between 
August 2-27, and October 11-21, 1996, on the Mamu-Bravo-Kulan property. 

The Mamu 1-24 and Bravo 26-44, and Kulan 1-109 claims are located on the east 
side of the McConnell River 55 km south of the community of Ross River, Yukon. 

The 1996 program continued where the 1995 program ended and consisted of 
extending the 1995 grid, soil sampling, mapping and geophysical surveys to further define 
coincident Magnetic, VLF-EM and soil geochemical anomalies identified on the 1995 grid. 
The original anomalies were located during previous work and on this occurrence 
between 1976 and 1991 by various operators. Previous work had indicated that the 
property may host VMS style mineralization associated with Devonian-Mississippian 
volcanics and sedimentary rocks. 

The 1996 work program consisting of griding and line cutting, soil sampling, 
magnetometer and VLF-EM geophysical surveys and geological mapping was carried out 
from a helicopter supported fly camp. Field work was completed between August 2-27 
and consisted of 102 man days of field work by a five to six man crew. The geophysical 
surveys were completed by Amerok Geosciences Ltd. Additional griding, soil sampling, 
and blast trenching was completed between October 11-21, 1996. 

This report is based on the information collected during the 1995 and 1996 work 
programs completed by Aurum Geological Consultants Inc., and on referenced reports 
by previous operators. 

LOCATION and ACCESS 

The Mamu 1-24, Bravo 25-44 and Kulan 1-109 claims are located 55 km south of 
Ross River, Yukon at the boundary of NTS map areas 105F/7,8,9 and 10. The property 
is approximately 12 km southwest of the Ketza River mine. A point at the centre of the 
claim block is at 61°30'North latitude and 13Z030West longitude, (Figure 1). 

Year round access to the Mamu claims is via helicopter from Ross River, 55 km 
North of the property. There is a seasonal access road to the Ketza River mine site and 
an exploration tote road from the mine that terminates approximately 2 km northeast of 
the Mamu claims. Another exploration tote trail leads up Groundhog Creek from the 
South Canol road and terminates within two kilometres of the property. Access from 
Groundhog Creek would require a bridge over the McConnell River. 

A u ~ m  Geological Consultants Inc. 



PHYSIOGRAPHY, CLIMATE, AND VEGETATION 

The property is located within the Pelly Mountains on the southeast side of the 
Tintina Trench. The claim areas lie between the 4000 and 6500 feet elevation and most 
of the property is above treeline. The terrain consists of rugged mountains separated by 
wide glaciated valleys with fairly gentle floors. The claims lie on the east side of the 
McConnell River north of White Creek and straddle a northwest-southeast trending ridge 
that is incised in both the west and north side by steep gradient creeks. Outcrop is 
common at elevations above 4500 feet; below this elevation outcrop is obscured by brush 
cover, talus, and glacial till. 

Sub-alpine vegetation on the property consists of stunted white spruce, and a thick 
mat of alpine fir below 4500 feet; willows and grasses, barren rock outcrop, and steep 
talus slopes predominate above the 4500 foot elevation. 

The climate in this area of the southern Yukon is characterized by cold dry winters 
with one to two meters of snow accumulation. Summers are warm and wet. The 
exploration season typically extends from mid-June to mid-September. 

Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. 





PROPERTY 

The Mamu-Bravo-Kulan property consists of 153 contiguous unsurveyed quartz 
mineral claims that straddle NTS map areas 105F/ 7,8, 9, and 10, located at the northern 
edge of the Watson Lake Mining District (Figure 2). The Mamu 1-24 claims were staked 
on March 8, 1994 and recorded on March 9, 1994 by Mr. Brian V. Hall of Bowen Island, 
B.C. The claims were optioned from Mr. Brian Hall by Oro Bravo Resources Ltd., in early 
1995. The Bravo 25-44 claims were added in 1995. The Kulan 1-109 claims were added 
in February of 1996 to consolidate ground holdings in the area and to cover all airborne 
geophysical anomalies identified by an Aerodat airborne geophysical survey flown for 
Granges Inc., in 1990. The Kulan 68 claim was staked in October 1996 when the 
Matthew 18 claim previously located by Granges Inc., lapsed. 

Claim data and expiry dates are listed in Table I below: 

CLAIM NAME GRANT NUMBER RECORDING EXPI RY DATE 
DATE 

Mamu 1-24 YE4731 8-YB47341 March 9. 1994 March 09. 2001 

11 Bravo 25-38 1 YB58933-YB58947 1 March 16, 1995 1 March 16, 2001 11 
Bravo 39-44 YB58948-YB58952 March 16, 1995 March 16, 2002 * 
Kulan 1-67 YB79729-YB79795 March 20. 1996 March 20. 2002 * 

11 Kulan 68 YD88804 November 6, 1996 November 6, 1997 
I I I I Kulan 69-109 I YB79796-YE79836 I March 20, 1996 I March 20, 2002 * 

* Dates are pending acceptance of this Assessment Report 

Assessment credits to extend the expiry date of all claims to 2001 will be filed with 
the Watson Lake Mining Recorders office prior to the March 9 renewal date of the Mamu 
1-24 claims. 





HISTORY 

The first claims in the area were the CPA 1-12 claims staked by Charta Mines Ltd., 
in October 1969. Their exploration efforts focused on a possible porphyry-type deposit 
with peripheral Pb-Ag veins. Exploration consisted of mapping and geochemical sampling 
in 1970-71 and a ground magnetometer survey in 1971. There was limited hand trenching 
completed in 1976 (Yukon Minfile, #105F-013), and the property was optioned to United 
Keno Hill Mines Ltd in 1977 who explored with mapping, geochemistry and trenching. 

To the east of the Mamu claims, Archer Cathro and Associates on behalf of the Ukon 
Joint Venture (Chevron and Kerr Addison) staked the Guano claims in 1976 and explored 
a rare earth element (lh, Ree, Nb) skarn at the margin of a Mississippian syenite. 

A portion of the CPA and Guano claims was restaked as the Matthew claims by 
Brian V. Hall and optioned to Cascade Pacific Resources Ltd. A 1988 work program 
(Burson, 1989) consisted of 53 man days which included 11.5 km of picketed griding, 
collecting 420 soil samples and 63 rock samples, and mapping and prospecting. This 
work identified anomalous Cu, Pb, Zn, and Ag values in soils over a 400 m by 200 m 
zone with other scattered single or double element anomalies. The geochemical 
anomalies and bedrock geology, particularly the presence of fragmental felsic volcanics 
and pyritic exhalite horizons, lead to the conclusion that Kuroko style VMS deposits may 
be located on the property. 

In 1990, Granges Inc., optioned the property from Cascade Pacific Resources Ltd.. 
and completed an airborne magnetic, Electromagnetic and VLF survey (Kilin, 1990). A 
follow-up exploration program in 1991 consisting of ground investigation of airborne 
geophysical anomalies, prospecting, line-cutting with soil sampling and mapping, contour 
soil sampling, blast trenching, EM geophysics, and thin section petrography (Solkoski. 
1991). The conclusions from this work program was that the property had potential for 
VMS-type mineralization and that further work should be conducted. A small two stage 
program of mapping and sampling was completed by Granges Inc., in 1992, and was 
reported on by Downing, 1993. The program consisted of mapping and sampling but 
only 44 rock and 4 soil samples were collected in total. The author concluded that ... 
"There are some indications of a VMS deposit setting, although there is no surface 

outcropping of 'ore grade' mineralization." He also indicated that the presence of massive 
pyrite, fragmental and felsic volcanics. exhalite, ferricrete and alteration are all indicative 
of possible VMS mineralization. 

The Marnu and Bravo claims were optioned to Oro Bravo Resources Ltd., in early 
1995 and a program of griding, mapping sampling and Magnetometer and VLF-EM 
surveys were completed in 1995 (Doherty, 1996). 

Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. 



GEOLOGY 
Regional Geology 

The property is situated within the Pelly-Cassiar Platform (Figure 3), which is 
comprised mostly of moderately faulted and folded Paleozoic miogeoclinal clastic and 
carbonate sedimentary rocks and volcanic rocks that were deformed during Mesozoic 
arc-continent collision, and intruded by mid Cretaceous plutons of intermediate 
composition (Tempelman-Kluit, 1981). The Ketza-Seagull District is bounded on the 
northeast by the Tintina fault which has postulated right lateral strike slip displacement in 
excess of 450 km. This area of the Cassiar platform is characterized by four significant 
northeast directed thrust panels that are parallel to the Tintina Fault (Abbott, 1986). From 
northeast to southwest and from structurally lowest to highest, they are: the St. Cyr thrust 
fault; the Cloutier thrust fault; the Seagull-Porcupine thrust; and, the McConnell Thrust 
fault. The most prominent feature in this area of the Cassiar Platform is the Ketza-Seagull 
Arch (Abbott, 1986). The Ketza-Seagull Arch is an elongate, northwest-trending window 
through the Porcupine-Seagull thrust that is most probably related to a buried Cretaceous 
intrusion (Abbott 1986). The Mamu property which is the subject of this report is located 
just north of the McConnell Thrust and on the south side of a large Mississippian syenite 
intrusion. Structures within the window are characterized by steeply dipping normal faults. 

A package of Mississippian volcanic rocks overlies the Palaeozoic platform 
carbonates and is intruded by the syenite, (Morin,1979) 

Regional Metallogeny 

Regional metallogeny of this portion of the northern Cordillera is characterized by 
Kuroko style VMS occurrences associated with Devonian-Mississippian volcanics in the 
Cassiar ~latform; and gold and base metal occurrences and deposits spatially related to 
two domal uplifts or arches named the Ketza and Seagull Arches (Abbott, 1986). The 
Ketza River gold mine is an auriferous sulphide/oxide manto and chimney in thin bedded 
to massive grey limestone. The mantos occur in Lower Cambrian sedimentary rocks just 
below the lower contact of laminated greenish grey mudstones overlying the grey 
limestones. The genesis of the Ketza River gold deposits are thought to be related to a 
buried Cretaceous intrusion beneath the Ketza Arch (Abbott, 1986) 

Most of the epigenetic veins in the district consist of galena, sphalerite, quartz , and 
siderite, with or without pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, and tetrahedrite. 
Most veins or pods occur along well defined faults with small displacements. 

Kuroko style VMS occurrences have been recognized from the Mississippian 
volcanics since the 1970's (Morin, 1977; Mortensen, 1982; Mortensen and Godwin, 1982). 
The Mamu-Bravo-Kulan property, the MM, Cherpnough, Bnob, and Tree occurrences 
have characteristics that typify VMS deposits. The locations of all these occurrences are 
shown on Figure 3. 

Aururn Gedogical Consultants Inc. 
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Property Geology 

The Mamu property covers a package of Mississippian volcanics and Devonian 
sedimentary rocks intruded by or in faulted contact with a Mississippian intrusive complex 
consisting of syenite, diorite, monzonite, quartz monzonite, and gabbro (Burson 1989; 
Solkoski, 1991; Downing, 1993; and Reynolds, 1994). The main intrusive body is an 
elongate 12 km long by 3 km wide northwest trending pluton outcropping on the north 
side of the Mamu-Kulan claims. Intrusive complex lithologies that outcrop on the property 
consist of dykes or sills or a small stock of intermediate composition (Diorite according 
to Downing, 1993). 

The Mississippian volcanic-sedimentary rocks consist of: 1)intermediate volcanic$ 
comprising tuff, breccia, flows, and minor felsic volcanics; 2) felsic volcanics including 
rhyolite, limonite pitted rhyolite, rhyolite-trachyte; 3) argillite and phyllite. Pyritic chert or 
pyritic chert rhyolite found on the property are thought to represent exhalative horizons 
within the volcanic stratigraphy. According to Reynolds (1994) most showings on the 
property exhibit some form of pyritic or siliceous exhalite. The exhalites appear to be 
associated with both intermediate and felsic volcanic units. 

The volcanics and sedimentary rocks are variably altered. Most alteration consists 
of a phyllic assemblage of quartz-sericite-carbonate-pyrite. Secondary biotite or chlorite 
are present in significant amounts in some areas. Ankerite, fluorite, and tremolite- 
actinolite are reported both from mapping and petrographic reports (Solkoski, 1991; 
Downing, 1993). Most sulfides have been oxidized to limonite and other Fe-oxides. 

Mineralization 

Mineralization located to date on the property consists of: 1) disseminated pyrite 
in exhalite horizons, 2) massive bedded pyrite, and 3) quartz veins and quartz breccias 
containing pyrite, +/- sphalerite, tetrahedrite, galena, and chalcopyrite. The most 
important occurrences are shown on the property geology compilation (Figure 4) and are 
briefly described below: 

Main Showing (Location 1, Figure 4) 

This showing is located on Camp Creek and was trenched by Granges Inc., in 
1991. The showing consists of a stratigraphic horizon of 1.0 to 1.8 m thick massive pyrite. 

Gullv Showing (Location 2,  Figure 4) 

This showing is 300 rn east of the Main Showing and consists of massive pyrite 
which is both stratabound and stratiform. The massive pyrite grades into a small zone 

&,rum Geological Consultants Inc. 
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of siliceous exhalite. 

Granaes Showina (Location 3, Figure 4) 

The Granges showing was located by L.R. Solkoski in 1991 and is located 450 m 
southeast of the Main showing. It consists of a 0.5 to 1.0 m wide zone of exhalite which 
contains visible grains of sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and tetrahedrite. Sampling by 
Granges Inc. returned values of 62,000 (6.2%) Zn, and 2.5 Oh Pb (Figure 4). One sample 
returned 36.1 ppm Ag, (Solkoski, 1991). These results indicate that the exhalite horizons 
can contain anomalous base metal values. The Granges showing may be continuous 
with the exhalite showing. 

Exhalite Showinq (Location 4, Figure 4) 

A number of zones of siliceous exhalite are exposed along the prominent ridge that 
runs parallel to L7000E on the 1995 grid. Although anomalous base metal values are 
generally low in rocks one of the 1995 multi-element soil anomalies is coincident with this 
zone of exhalites. 

There is an overall strong correlation between the locations of the anomalous 1995 
-1996 soil geochemistry and the above listed showings. The Granges showing is not well 
reflected in the soil geochemical results probably because the grid area just reaches the 
showing, and because there is poor soil development over this area. 

Ferricrete Zones (Location 5, Figure 4) 

A number of Ferricrete zones are exposed on the property and consist of iron 
oxide cemented talus materials. There is some evidence of active hot spring deposits 
associated with the ferricrete zones. Both the ferricrete zones and the hot fossil hot 
springs represent hydrothermal processes that post date the formation of volcanogenic 
massive sulphide mineralization. 

Pb-Zn Veins (Location 6, Figure 4) 

A swarm of galena and sphalerite bearing quartz veins are found on the ridge 
at the northeast side of the 1995-96 grid. There is a strong gossan over this part of the 
ridge and an inferred fault separates the felsic volcanics from the Mississippian syenite. 

A compilation showing the locations of outcrops, gossans and surface rock sample 
geochemistry is shown in Figure 5. 

Arum Gedogical Consultants Inc. 



GEOCHEMISTRY 

Introduction 

Between August 2-27, 1996 a five man crew from Aurum Geological Consultants 
Inc., added an additional 18.6 line kilometres of cut and picketed grid and collected 904 
soil samples. During the same period magnetometer and VLF-EM geophysical surveys 
were completed by Amerok Geosciences Ltd. The new grid was added onto the 1995 
grid on the central portion of the Mamu claims. The total combined 1995 and 1996 grids 
are 48.6 line km of grid with 2082 soil samples. The location of the present grid with 
respect to previous grids put in by Cascade Pacific and Granges Inc., is shown on the 
Property Compilation Map (Figure 4). 

Grid Soil Sampling 

tines were spaced at 50 m and picketed at 25 m centres. All lines were soil 
sampled at 25 m intervals. A total of 904 soil samples were collected and all 1995 and 
1996 soil data was plotted and contoured. 

All analytical work was completed by Acme Analytical Laboratories Ltd., using a 31 
Element ICP package. The 1995 results were statistically analyzed by A.H. Giroux P.Eng 
of Montgomery Consultants Ltd., and the threshold and anomalous values derived from 
those calculations was used to plot the results ( Doherty, 1996). Geochemical analyses, 
statistics and correlation matrix for 1995! 1996 and combined 1995-96 sample results are 
found in Appendix A. 

The contoured soil geochemistry is plotted in Figures 6-1 1, for Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd, Ba, 
and Fe. There are three strong multi-element soil geochemical anomalies that have an 
apparent trend of 131' across the centre of the grid. Anomaly 1 is a 700 m by 300 m 
multi-element anomaly that extends from 4900N/5880E to 5200N/6500E. It is flanked on 
the southeast side by a magnetic high and a VLF-EM conductor. Anomaly 2 is located 
approximately 200 m south east of anomaly 1 and measures 800 m by 200 m. Anomaly 
2 extends from 4800N/6350E to 5050N/7100E. Anomaly 3 is centred about 
5500N/6700E and measures 300 m by 200 m. This anomaly is open ended to the 
southeast. 

The anomalous areas are best defined by Cu, Pb, Zn contoured geochemical soil 
results (Figures 6 - 11). Copper because of its greater mobility shows a wider dispersion 
than lead or zinc. 

Trench Samples 

Nineteen rock grab samples were collected from two hand blasted trench located 

Aurum Geological Consuttants Inc. 



on L6000E just north of the baseline. The trenches were located over an area of 
anomalous soil geochemistry. The trenching was completed in early October 1996 and 
results are listed in Figure 5. The trenches did not reach solid bedrock and the best 
analytical results were ,369 ppm Zn from sample 128901 and 725 ppm Pb from sample 
12891 5. 

GEOPHYSICS 

Introduction 

A total field magnetic survey and a very low frequency electromagnetic (VLF-EM) 
survey was completed over 45.5 line kilometres of grid. A total of 14.5 line kilometres was 
surveyed in 1995 and the remaining 31 line kilometres were surveyed in 1996. Both the 
1995 and 1996 surveys were completed by Amerok Geosciences Ltd., of Whitehorse. 
Readings were taken at 12.5 m spaced stations on 50 m spaced lines. 

Magnetometer Survey 

The total field magnetic data is presented in contoured form in Figure 12. A 
prominent magnetic high with 50 nT relief is located between lines 6250E and 6700E and 
extends north from the baseline for 200 m. This magnetic high is coincident with Anomaly 
# 1 from the soil geochemical data and is also coincident with a VLF-EM conductor. This 
anomaly is the best exploration drill target on the current grid. 

A second large magnetic high runs across the grid from 4700E to 5800E and most 
likely represents a faulted contact between the Mississippian volcanics and the 
Mississippian syenite. There is no geochemical anomalies related to this magnetic high. 

VLF-EM Survey 

Results of the VLF-EM survey are plotted in Figure 13. The survey located several 
weak conductors striking 180' and 135'. The 135' trending conductor flanks the 
prominent magnetic high along the baseline and is also located between soil anomalies 
1 &2 .  

Discussion 

At present the best VMS target at the Mamu-Bravo-Kulan Claims is located on the 
1995-96 grid just north of the baseline between 6300E and 6600E. This area has 
coincident Magnetic, VLF-EM and multi-element (Pb, Zn, Cu, Fe, and Cd) soil 
geochemical anomaly that extends over a strike length of greater than 700 m. The 
anomalies are slightly offset to the southwest such that the magnetic anomaly is slightly 
displaced with respect to the multi-element soil geochemical anomaly and the VLF-EM is 
displaced southwest with respect to the magnetic anomaly. 

Aurum Gedogical Consultants Inc. 



The magnitude of the anomalies is what would be expected from a deposit model 
with dimensions of 600 m by 400 m. The soil and rock geochemical data indicate that 
the system is zinc rich (i.e. Zn > Pb > Cu) and as such the geophysical responses may 
be less obvious than over copper rich systems. It may be advisable to run a Max-Min 
survey over the better Magnetic and VLF-EM targets to better define drill targets. Also 
there are a number of additional coincident Magnetic and VLF-EM airborne geophysical 
targets within the claim block that should be evaluated prior to commencing diamond 
drilling. This work should be completed to insure that the best combined geological, 
geochemical and geophysical targets are drill tested. 

In particular the area north of the White River ( Granges Grid 1, Figure 4) should 
be re-evaluated as a potential target. 

Aururn Geological Consultants Inc. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The 1996 property work on the Mamu/Bravo/Kulan claims has extended the muki- 
element soil geochemical anomalies and located a third anomaly which is presently open 
on the southeastern side of the grid. There are three strong multi-element soil 
geochemical anomalies that have an apparent trend of 131' across the centre of the grid. 
Anomaly #1 is a multi-element anomaly that extends from 4900N/5880E to 
5200N/6500E, and measures 700 m by 300 m. It is flanked on the southeast side by a 
magnetic high and on its southern side by a VLF-EM conductor. Anomaly #2 is a multi- 
element soil geochemical anomaly located approximately 200 m south east of Anomaly 
1 and measures 800 m by 200 m, the anomaly extends from 4800N/6350E to 
5050N/7100E. Anomaly 83  is a multi-element soil geochemical anomaly centred about 
5500N/6700E and measures 300 m by 200 m. This anomaly is open ended to the east. 

The soil geochemical data shows coincident Pb, Cu, Zn, Cd, Ba, and Fe 
anomalies. Mo is also weakly anomalous and correlates with Cu, Pb, Zn; this geochemical 
association is apparently common in the Finlayson Lake area which hosts the Kudz Ze 
Kayah and Wolverine deposits. In the Finlayson area when Mo is present it is considered 
to be a positive indication for the presence of VMS mineralization hosted in felsic 
volcanics. 

The coincident Magnetic, VLF-EM and multi-element Cu, Pb, Zn soil geochemical 
anomaly is the best exploration target located to date on the property. This anomaly 
should be further investigated by diamond drilling. 

A number of other co-incident airborne VLF-EM and Magnetic anomalies are 
located on the property and these should be investigated further by griding, mapping, and 
soil sampling to determine if any of them warrant drill testing. 

The main anomaly on the 1995-96 grid should be further tested using a Max-Min 
geophysical survey to better define a drill target. Other coincident airborne geophysical 
anomalies should also be tested to insure that the best anomalies are drilled. 

Additional detailed mapping and grid geochemical sampling should be completed 
to better define the volcanic stratigraphy and to attempt to locate stratigraphic markers. 
In particular the present gridded area should be extended to the east to close off Anomaly 
#3. 

The following work program is warranted and recommended at an estimated cost 
of $450,000. 

1. An additional 45 line kilometres of griding, mapping, soil sampling and ground 
Magnetometer and VLF-EM survey on the eastern side of the existing grid. Grid lines 
from L6000E to L7500E should be extended to 6500N and new lines should be added 
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from 7500E to 8000E between 4700N and 6500N. This will cover the large airborne 
magnetic anomaly on the east side of the existing grid and should close off Anomaly #3. 

2. The area north of White Creek (Granges Grid #1, Figure 4) should be re-evaluated 
by soil sampling, mapping, and a Max-Min geophysical surveys to determine if the area 
should be drill tested. Prior to the 1997 field season the airborne and ground 
geophysical data should be reviewed and evaluated by a geophysicist. 

3. A tote trail should be constructed from existing roads west of the Ketza River Mine 
to access the area of the 1995-96 grid to support the proposed 1997 drill program. 

4. The area of coincident multi-element soil geochemistry, magnetic and VLF-EM 
Anomalies should be further tested using Max-Min geophysical surveys to better define 
the target depth and attitude of a potential mineralized target. The anomaly should be drill 
tested by completing four diamond drill holes totalling 1500 metres (5000 feet). 

The costs to complete this work program are estimated as follows: 

1997 Mamu-Bravo-Kulan Estimated Property Budget 
1 500 m NQ core drilling @ $80/ m: 
Geological Supervision: 
Geological support staff: 
45 Line km picketed & slope corrected grid: 
45 Line km Magnetic and VLF-EM geophysical Surveys 
5 Line Km Max-Min geophysical Surveys : 
Analytical (2 500 samples @ $20/sample): 
~ r u &  rental & ~aintenance: 
Helicopter costs: 
Camp and Supplies 
Caterpillar rental (200 hrs @ $150/hr.) 
Surveying: 
Fuel (5 000 litres @ $0.80/litre): 
Environmental monitoring and baseline studies: 
Report Costs: 

Total Estimated Costs - 1997 Mamu-Bravo-Kulan Project: 

Respectfully submitted, 

December 5, 1996 

Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS (RAD) 

I, R. Allan Doherty, with business address: 
Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. 
205 - 100 Main Street 
P.O. Box 4367 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
YlA 3T5 

1. I am a geologist with AURUM GEOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS INC., 205 - 100 Main 
Street, P.O. Box 4367, Whitehorse, Yukon. 

2. 1 am a graduate of the University of New Brunswick, with a degree in geology (Hons. 
B.Sc., 1977) and that I attended graduate school at Memorial University of Newfoundland 
(1978-81). 1 have been involved in geological mapping and mineral exploration 
continuously since then. 

3. 1 am a member of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of the 
Province of British Columbia, Registration No. 20564. 

4. 1 supervised the 1996 work program and prepared this report on the Mamu.Bravo- 
Kulan Claims which is based on data collected during property work completed between 
August 2-27, 1996 by Aurum Geological Consultants Inc. and on referenced reports. 

5. 1 have no direct or indirect interests in the properties or securities of Oro Bravo 
Resources Ltd. 

6. 1 consent to the use of this report by Oro Bravo Resources Ltd., provided that no 
portion is used out of context in such a manner as to convey a meaning differing 
materially from that set out in the whole. 

December 5, 1996 

Aorurn Gedogical Consultants Inc. 
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STATEMENTOF COST 
Work performed on the Mamu 3,4,5.13,14,17,18, and 26 claims between August 2 to 

Personnel 
Don Matilla, Project Geologist, 

Aug 2-0ct 27, 20 days @ $350/day: 
R. A. Doherty, P. Geo. Supervision 

Aug 2-Sept 30, 1996, 12.5 days @ $350/day: 
Joseph Clarke, Surveyor, AutoCad Drafting 

Aug 2-Sep 30, 1996, 30.5 days @ $300/day: 
Michel Tetrault, Prospector Sampler, 

Aug 2-0ct 1996, 32 days @ $300/day: 
Wil Rekrut, P. Blaster 

Aug 2-Sept 30, 1996, 11 days @ $300/day: 
Brian Sauer, Prospector Sampler 

Aug 2-Sep 30, 1996, 26 days @ $300/day: 
Bruce Skea, Prospector Sampler, 

Aug 2-0ct 1996, 11 days @ $300/day: 
Peter Neugebauer, Prospector, Sampler 

Aug 2-30, 1996, 19 days @ $250: 
Jens Neisel, Geologist 

Aug 2-30, 1996, 10 days @ $350/day: 
Jeff Hunt, Prospector Sampler, 

Aug 2-0ct 1996, 5 days @ $300/day: 
Stephanie Ross, Prospector, Sampler 

Aug 21-24 1996, 3 days @ $200: 
Jack Woledge, Prospector,Sampler 

Aug 2-30, 1996, 6 days @ $300/day: 
Personnel Sub Total: 

Analvtical costs 
619 soil samples @ $13.75 
45 Rock Samples @ $17.00 
Analytical Sub-Total: 
Geo~hvsics: 

Support Costs 
Camp and groceries, 188 man days @ 460 per manday: 
Helicopter Charter, 32.5 hour @ $745/hr: 
Truck rental: 
Field Supplies: 
Freight and expediting: 
Support Costs Sub-Total: 
TOTAL ASSESSMENT VALUE: 
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APPENDIX A 
FIGURES 4-13 
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